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Find the point halfway between these two points:

I.

(For each problem, mark the halfway point on the number line, and tell what
number it is. )

.5.
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*15. 'The most likely.wrong answer to problem *14 is

might, thii'be? .
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Point A -goes west at 5 units per second, and at the
same time point' B goes West at 5 unit:s per second.
In what direction and how fast does the midpoint (halfway point)
o.f AB move?

Midpoint moves at units p.er second.

( b) .Point A goes west at 5 units per second.
Point B -goes' east at._,5 units second..

Midpoint moves . .at units per second:

A goes west at 5 units second.
B stands still.
Midpoint moves

4k

( d A stands still.
1The Midpoint moves east 8 units per second.
2

.at

. It

units per secohd.

B must be moving
ond.

at

goeg west at 5 unitsper second::
B. goes east at. 12 units per.second.

at Units, per second.Midpoint goes

units per sec-
}

( f ) If A stood still, what motion of po,int B would make the mid-
point move in the same direction and at the same rate as the
rnidPoidt in problem ( e ) ?

B must travel at units per et econd.



III. SOME W 0 G ANSWERS

1. Rule: : + 5

Teacher: Start at 19. Make two jumps one right after
the other: You land on what" number?

Student: 21 .

What was the student probably thinking?

2. Rule:

0

Teacher: Start at 4 . (The teacher writes 4 in each box.
Where do you land?

Student: 9 .

How did the student probakly obtain thi's wrong answer?

prqblern:

'

24

. s
)What'is the most likely wrong answer foi a stud4nt neW to this kind of



IV. ABSOLtJTE VALUE

Suppose ypiu want to 1.(no*. the diStance betwe'en .5 and . You can .
prot these numbers On.a number line and ,cOunt the unit spaces between them..

s tang e is unit spaces

,

l ' '' ' ' ' .

.

'.,1ut.if youc_weee working lOs of such_problems, ou

subtraction'i.s, helpful in ,findingdistances on a number line. . Notice:., ..)

ight soon observe tiiit

2

o

0

In'tlrder`tO be', sure that our distance/is positive no matter which way we

n subtract we wilt Write:

0 4.3

11.

5

The bars are called absolute value bars an
Value of 32 ".

JP

.$

3 1 is read "the absolute

. The absolute valtte of a number givei its distance; from .

= 7.. What other number has an s.1)sOlute value o 7 ?
,

or

.#
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e is the, distance between d and p which the nurnbet line. shows
is .4. So I d, *:.". 4 .

.
Nif

f 1- 4 -I P I. I -I 4, , f I
-10 --5 5 10

Now try th se:

1.

4.

,5. j 1.00 35

I 100 - (-5)

V.
l.

#

0 True 0 False

O True 0 False

0 FalseO True..

O True 0 False
,

O True 0 False

O True 0 False.

(Your answer should be the number
of spaces between 3 and . )

7. 15 I ,-.16 I =

I [ 17 I
*.

J-1
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n the following problemEki tell all the numbers that Work:
,

,0

-

, Note that viewed in terms of distance this says that the distance
between CI and 3 should be . So you want fo find points on the

1

'ne that are 5 units away f om 3 .



Epilo ue: U'ài& Mist ointVio Int oduce Ne ative Nurnbets.

Introdgcing negativ,e nuMbers through the.tje of midpoints mar-b-e an:
apilealing:fApproaaCh fOr teachers-still hesitant to:venture iiito the negative
part. of the line. The follcg. are some:questions which friay help stUdents
disc.over negative numbers.

; In the problems in:this 'lesson two.endpoints are given and the midpqint is
to be Wund. Now heze are prolile,ms showing .one endpoint -and the midpoint.

. In each' case finC1 Ole other endpoint.
.

r

E

t

12 18
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3

,
y

0
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5

Who confronfed with 4e last two questions, a pupil may be convinced that tVe
other eAdpoint mus't lid on the left side .of zero. He can even maik the place
where it ,shOuld be. What that point is named m3yAtemporarily lie left up to the.,
class. But now t1)it negative numbers' have been iiitroduced they can be used

-as starting and landing points 'for jumping rules, as numbers in lattices, and
in,other contexts.

.40

Sernetirnes stud nts'will calculete the midpoints correcily, but.will neglect '.
te put the proper sig on them. This sugtgests some work with midpoin4 Which .
might prove interesting to, your class: If I kriow the two endpoints, hoW. can I).y.
,determine whether their midimint is a pos'itive or a negative number?

4ti



Midpoint: 'Positive or negative?

. 0

What if the endpoints are -15 and 15 ?
.

Now suppose the endpoints are -5- and 1461 YOu know the'number
- 2 3

1 . .

way baween.themshas to be
, .

.

14" What ik.the'endpoints are -.1501 and 1 0 -
3 A,r .



i2nd Gracte, James Russell Lowell Se ool, Watertown, Massachusdtts
,. Teacher: Davi A. Page

Bow many dots tio you see?
.7

MO
S.

I

I

Now how many? (Erases one; erases one more; 'erases bottomrow,of 4;erases another row; erases a column'.of-3..)

Now how thany?'

Now how many? (Erases all that are left.)

(0)

How many dots here?

It I.

4,

ip I 0.

I . 0

'Now how many? (Erases 5 in the right dolumn; erases bottom row.)

to

(36)



Convince us that it is 36. 4'

"There are 9 in the.top row and 9'
in the second row.I 9 and 9 is 18.

The other two rows have 18 aliso.
18 + .18 = 36."

I

0.
(irases righthz,Ind column, bottom row, other combinations of dots.)

Here is a new picture:

I91/
.1

0 ..0.
\.

S..

o

I

I dr'

a

0 0
. .0110.

I'm going to add some m e to this. (Adds a column-of dots...on.the right and a-
.

row at the.bottom, so t ( the picture.is as appears at the!top bf the-nexttpage.)

s.

12
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What is the wrong answer I am expecting?

(100 is,givenY
That s.a wrong answer- but not the 'one I am thinking of:
'What is the right answer?

That i&)the wrong answer I was worried about.
How could you convince sor4one that it's 121 ?
What has he forgotten?,

(120 is given)

"They forgot one 'dot, the 121 st
one." (Efoint's to dot in lower.

right corner.)
If I take that one out, how many dots would there be?
Now, we will go:back to the way it was before I added those on.
How many dots?

1

(Erases several rows and columns.. )
Are there more or less than 50 ?
More or ,less than',100 ?

(100)

13



D.

,1.

...Could you convince someoine that 6 4ith9ut going up to count them?

"There are 7 going dowri. and 9

going across. -9 here and,ône

make 10 and 8 here, and two make

.
Teacher draws loops around the dots:

7

'Now whai does that tell you?

Other similar.problems after.more d4ts. are erased.
.

The riext day.
A

"tv .

Behind this board I ,,ave some dots. I'm going to take the board away for a
minute and put' it ,back. Make a guess ol how many dots there are.

0

0

*
ct.

0

0 p 0

I. .

. 4/s

4

V

L.



I'll take_ it away again. What i.sit exactly?

s there any way you could elonvince someone else?

"Two 6 !s are 12 , and two others
are 12, and two others are 12.
Three 12's are 36."

Put t. ring around one .12..

Someote6lse put a loop around another 12.
How many are there that aren!t in any loop at. all?

(12.)

So how ma4 altogether?

. 0,

r.

ta
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1 3
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